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Introduction
In the summer of 2018, we brought experts from around the world to Seattle to tell
original stories about artifcial intelligence. Our goal was to use the power of storytelling as a way to gain traction on a pressing but difcult question: how to make AI

between communities and their advocates and the individuals and institutions developing and regulating AI?

Fabric Pieces
Our story writing began with fabric pieces. Each story writer brought a piece of culturally mean-

Given the task at hand—representing a wide and nuanced set of perspectives to

ingful fabric to the Global Summit. Participants introduced themselves to each other through

a broad audience—we decided to look to storytelling as our medium. Cultures diverge,

their fabrics, explaining why they chose that fabric and its cultural relevance. A lace handkerchief

Technology often is not culturally responsive. Instantiations of information commu-

but where there are people, there are stories. We are aware of no human society that

from Chile was used in a courtship dance with youth; a bolt of rich blue cloth with gold tear drops

nications technology—whether in devices or software—can export the assumptions,

does not make use of stories to understand and describe the world and their place in it.

is typical of women’s dress in Rwanda. Te fabric pieces invited enactments—storytelling. Tey

experiences, and values of its developers.

Stories tap into people’s heartfelt

catalyzed conversations, illustrating how a particular detail can go a good distance toward convey-

And these assumptions do not always carry

emotions and convey their deeply held

over to diferent contexts or world views.

beliefs and cultural ways of being and

more culturally responsive.

Consider the example of the Maori and

knowing. And they can do so succinctly,

the “situational when.” The Maori—an

compellingly, and with compassion. A

Australian aboriginal community—do not

carefully crafted story can convey the crit-

view important events as necessarily begin-

ical heart of the matter without being lost

ning and ending at a certain time and date.

in distracting details. In this way, stories

A funeral, for example, begins when the

can position technologists and policymak-

correct set of people and circumstances

ers to hear the concern of those who live

align. As smartphones proliferate among

their lives within diverse world views.

young Maori, the salience of calendar apps

Stories can be resisted and will not land

and reminder notifications threaten to

the same way with all listeners. However,

undermine community practices and under-

regardless of whether resisted or not, once

standings around time.

told, the message of a story (and the asso-

Advances in AI are occurring all over the

ciated discussions and thoughts about it)

world. But the vast majority of development

persists almost like a physical object. Good

happens in just a few places—and then only by a specifc and rarifed population of

stories constitute a vehicle for sharing a perspective, one that can be reinterpreted,

technologists. As AI-enabled devices and applications proliferate across the globe,

retold, and elaborated. A good story can also create discussion, bringing forward new

the assumptions, experiences, and values of these few groups will travel along with

insights and perspectives on challenging topics. Successful narrative takes on a life

the technology.

of its own. We hope this constellation of features will help us use stories to build an

How do we begin to introduce the astonishing range of cultural perspectives to
technologists, policymakers, educators, and others? How do we build a bridge

ing context and situation as well as social and technological structure.

Process
Te story-writing process took place over two-and-a-half days. Authors frst surfaced the issues,
questions, challenges, and opportunities they saw that concern culturally responsive AI, recording
each issue on a river rock with a permanent marker to make a visible and persistent reminder of
the idea. Next, we discussed how stories work and why they matter. Ten to the work of story
generation. Authors worked in small groups to write, refect, read aloud, and write again, as their
individual stories developed. Te writing phases initially emphasized the cultural landscape,
then technology, and fnally social and societal impact. Details on the story-generation process
and supporting materials can be found in the appendix.

enduring bridge between communities and to shape wise and inclusive policymaking
in a way other media might not.
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Audience
Our hope for Telling Stories is that its contents will help build a bridge among poli-

POLICYMAKERS

Policymakers—broadly understood as individuals positioned to

cymakers, technologists, educators, community organizers, and others. Humans have

set and implement policy—have access to an increasing variety of materials related

many roles and come from many contexts, but we almost all share a visceral under-

to AI. Tese include principles, reports, articles, and other resources. Telling Stories

standing of and response to stories. Te narrative format of Telling Stories aims to

hopes to expose policymakers to new voices, ideas, and frames that can help them

tap into our relationships with stories to generate more culturally responsive AI and

communicate risks and legitimate stakeholders and their concerns as a means to craft

AI policy. Here we highlight some of the audiences our authors and other participants

more wise and inclusive tech policy.

had in mind for the project.

TECHNOLOGISTS

Technologists design, build, deploy, test, and maintain technical

systems. Te stories contained in this volume help to identify, explore, and dramatize
cultural values to which a relatively homogeneous technical community might not
have been exposed.
EDUCATORS

Educators at all levels are increasingly incorporating social, cultural,

and ethical impacts as a component of technology instruction. Telling Stories can be
a resource for educators aiming specifcally at exposing students to a broad array of
world views as well as the technological implications.
COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS

Community organizers work with communities to

determine and advance the community’s specifc needs and values. Telling Stories
describes one method by which to bring out community voice and, in some instances,
may serve as a narrative record of values communities hope to foreground.
OTHER

We want Telling Stories to speak to a wide range of audiences. We hope no

one would put this book down because of who they are. Indeed, we selected the
medium of storytelling specifcally with the hope of reaching across and building
bridges among diferent cultures, world views, and sectors.
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Where the
authors are

Nnenna
Nwakanma

To develop, think through, and tell stories around culturally
responsive AI, we must bring together diverse groups of stakeholders. Tis book gathers stories from authors from around
the world—experts in art, ethics, policy, political science, and
technology from the continents of Africa, Asia, Europe, as well
as North and South America. We invite you to read their stories
and explore the author biographies at the back of the book. We
further invite you to consider what stakeholder groups are not

Alejandro
Hevia

Dennys
Antonialli

represented in our stories and seek to understand what stories
those people might have to share.
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The Stories
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United States
of
Brazil

He missed having that unplanned life. He missed losing
control. Life in Brazil was certainly chaotic, but Brazilians knew
how to turn chaos into fun. It was part of the culture. It was
part of his culture. And he was excited to go back.
None of that was possible in the United States, where he had
been living for so long. His personal AI assistant took care of
everything. It would advise him on his diet and make reservations for the exact type of food he wanted to eat. His
autonomous car would be ready to take him everywhere, so
he would never be late and would never spend extra time in
trafc. He would never get drunk with people from work
because his smartwatch just wouldn’t let him. Tere was no
room for error in that very artifcially intelligent society.
But he was fnally leaving that perfect world behind.
As he leaves the plane in São Paulo, he is puzzled by the fact
that everyone is wearing the same smartwatches he has around
his wrist. Tey all have the same AI assistants. Autonomous

Dennys Antonialli

cars are picking people up at the airports. Tere are no lines.

InternetLab

Not even in the restaurants. No one is drunk at happy hours.

Brazil

No one is caught of guard by the storms. Everything is working
perfectly.
It just didn’t feel like home anymore. It was not home anymore.

H

e was homesick. after twenty years working abroad,

waiting for a table by the bar chatting with the bartenders. He

he missed so many things about his country. He missed the

missed how people from work would get drunk and be slightly

favorful and extremely unhealthy food, with lots of meat and

inappropriate at happy hours without being judgmental about

salt. He missed how people would always be late for things

it. He missed the heavy trafc jams that he could use to listen

and still fnd it perfectly normal. He missed not having to make

to all of his guilty pleasure songs. He missed the crazy weather

a reservation for every meal and then having to spend an hour

changes and how he got soaked when he forgot his umbrella.
18
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Rationale
As the development of AI technologies might replicate and reinforce cultural values and social norms,
their exportation to other countries might have
significant impacts on the way cultural differences
are experienced and perceived. In this sense, the
fact that Global North countries have been AI
front-runners raises additional concerns to Global
South countries, like Brazil.

Watch Them

J

yoti pandey was brutalized by four men on a bus on

Ten Nazar imported CCTV with facial recognition technol-

Nazar’s facial recognition CCTV, and the bar had additional

the night she went out to watch a movie, eat popcorn, and

ogy. “What a great way to watch our daughters and keep an

Nazar cameras. However, Nazar’s systems failed. Te CCTV

laugh. She was dead by the morning and was in headlines

eye on criminals,” said the Minister of IT to the CEO of Nazar

feed and GPS signals from the bar could not be found. One

around the world. Te media called her “India’s daughter.”

over their customary scotch and kebabs. Te Minister gave

news website asked, “Is Nazar’s technology bogus?” It was the

“India is disgraced. We must do a better job of watching our

Nazar access to the national identity card database, so the ID

website no one read, and the only one that could aford to lose

daughters,” said the CEO of Nazar to the Minister of IT over

photographs could be used to identify the faces on CCTV. Every

Nazar’s advertisement revenue.

scotch and shammi kebabs at the club. A month later, Nazar

major city in India bought Nazar’s technology.

Te mainstream media focused on why two young women

launched new phones with GPS that didn’t switch of. After

When two young women were sexually assaulted and

were in an unsafe bar at night. Some young women who had

that, India made it compulsory for all phones to have a GPS

murdered at an upscale Chandigarh bar that even the Minister’s

joined Nazar, back when the CEO was their hero, quit the

that didn’t switch of.

son frequented, the police went to Nazar. Chandigarh used

company.
“We must keep women of the streets for their own safety,”
said the Minister and the CEO to media owners and editors
over scotch and kebabs. Te Minister and the CEO unveiled a
prizewinning plan. Artifcial intelligence would monitor integrated datasets of GPS signals, smart CCTV, and national
identity card records. Te AI would alert the police when
women were in dangerous places at dangerous hours.

Chinmayi Arun

One day a woman failed to secure her veil properly. Te veil

Rationale
The story is a cautionary tale: the powerful actors
who will design and deploy AI are the same people
who effectively control the cities in which women

National Law University, Delhi

fell for a few seconds. Te street CCTV camera recognized her,

cannot walk safely on the street at night. Their

India

and the AI alerted the police. Te police raid was on live TV.

choices of technology design and deployment may

Reporters commented breathlessly as the cameras picked up

not evidence a change of heart.

women with alcohol, cigarettes, and Maoist literature. Tey
were marched to police vans in handcufs. Te voiceovers said
these women had “abused their freedom.”
A young hacker watched her girlfriend being arrested. She
rummaged through her secret stash from her Nazar days. Soon
the whole country was watching the Minister of IT’s son
assaulting and murdering two women in a Chandigarh bar.
Nazar gave its AI lists of individuals to black out from its feeds.
But it was too late.

20
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Br’er Rabbit
and the
Mirror Baby

B

r’er fox wanted to be put in charge of the hen house,

“You are one good-looking rabbit,” said Mirror Baby.

so he decided to become a politician and get elected. He

Br’er Rabbit took Mirror Baby home, where he got more and

and before they fgured out what was happening, Br’er Fox

knew the hens would never vote for him, and there weren’t

more fascinated by it. He stopped going out even to work,

was in charge of the hen house. Now, ironically, it was Local

many foxes. So Br’er Fox decided to focus on Br’er Rabbit. But

because he so liked talking to Mirror Baby.

Tech Giant’s hen house, and suddenly there weren’t any eggs

Br’er Fox knew that Br’er Rabbit wouldn’t trust a fox either. So
Br’er Fox went to Local Tech Giant and asked them to build a
Mirror Baby, to keep Br’er Rabbit distracted.

But the chickens didn’t know very much about Mirror Babies,

Unbeknownst to Br’er Rabbit, the microphone in Mirror Baby
transmitted back to its owner, Br’er Fox.

about carrots was doing any work, so there wasn’t anything

Br’er Fox was still a little worried. He wasn’t sure getting

Br’er Fox set the Mirror Baby on a log where he knew Br’er

rabbits to stay home would win him an election, because there

Rabbit would likely come by, and sure enough, before long

still weren’t many foxes and there still were a lot of chickens.

Br’er Rabbit did come by and saw Mirror Baby sitting there.

But as Br’er Fox listened to what Br’er Rabbit was saying to

“Hello!” said Br’er Rabbit.

Mirror Baby in his home, he realized Br’er Rabbit really thought

“Hello!” said Mirror Baby.

Mirror Baby was a person. Tat gave Br’er Fox an idea.

Br’er Rabbit took a better look at Mirror Baby and basically
saw himself, but he didn’t recognize himself.
“You are one good-looking rabbit,” said Br’er Rabbit to Mirror Baby.

for Local Tech Giant to eat. And it turned out, no one who cared
for Br’er Rabbit to eat either. So Br’er Fox was king for a day, in
fact for a week, but after a month he starved too.

Rationale
People are easily fooled into believing that AI is or will become like
them, but in fact AI is a machine that can be designed to do whatever
is wanted by its owner, by its manufacturer, or sometimes even by a
hacker neither the owner nor the manufacturer know about.

Br’er Fox went to Local Tech Giant again and said, “I want
to rent one hundred Mirror Babies next Tuesday. I want them
all to use the brain that’s been learning from Br’er Rabbit, but
I want you to add in one piece of code

Joanna Bryson
University of Bath
England

that makes sure they go to the polls that
day, and they vote for me.”
“No problem!” said Local Tech Giant,
who didn’t have an ethics board or care
very much about politics.
So Tuesday came and the polling
station was entirely full of chickens and
Mirror Babies. When the chickens looked
at the Mirror Babies, they saw chickens.
But these new chickens were all talking
like Br’er Rabbit, except they said they
were going to vote for Br’er Fox.
“Where did all these good-looking shiny
new chickens come from?” asked the chick-

The fabric is a sustainable cloth bag I carry with me because I
don’t like wasting plastic. It had the imprint of the European
Human Behaviour Evolution Association meeting on it from when
that meeting was in Durham, which is a beautiful old small city
with a fantastic castle and cathedral. I liked this because AI is
absolutely a part of human evolution—in fact, language is the
key to our advantage over all the other species we are now
owning or denying, and you could say that language is AI.

Reflections
• Everyone involved with AI is responsible for ensuring it is used well—
the owner, the user, the manufacturer, and governments too.
• New technology gives new power in new ways, but the consequences
of expressing that power can be hard to predict.
• No one is expendable. We all need to protect the weakest members

ens. “And why are they voting for Br’er Fox?

in our society, because they are the majority of our society. If we do

And why do they care more about carrots

not maintain our connection to other humans, one day we will be the

than seed? Speaking of carrots, where are

weak, disposable ones.

the rabbits?” asked the chickens.
22
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Face
Changes

H

asan told me he bought a smartphone soon after 3G

and his wife to fnd a sense of belonging in Ürümchi and to

networks reached his desert village near the Chinese border

build networks to fnd work.

speech, text, and Islamic symbols on WeChat.
Back in Hasan’s village, the police went to his home, telling

with Pakistan. He said that when he found out about WeChat,

Around this same time, a group of young Uyghurs who were

his parents they would be arrested if Hasan did not return.

he felt that the story of his life as a Muslim really began. As he

attempting to fee the country attacked a crowd of Han train

Hasan blinked away his tears as he told me that he was being

developed a pious online persona, social media algorithms

passengers. Motivated by this—China’s “9/11”—the state began

forced to turn himself over to the police. He said many of his

pushed him to deepen relationships with Uyghur migrants in

to partner with tech companies to anticipate other forms of

friends had been “disappeared” when they returned to their

a mosque community in the city. Tose friends helped Hasan

Uyghur insurgency. Tey built an AI program to analyze Uyghur

villages. Several weeks later, he reluctantly agreed to leave. In

Rationale
In the face of experiments in political and emotional
surveillance, people refuse to fully detach from intimate social relations and deep cultural values.

less than a month his WeChat account was erased. Like Hasan
feared, he was disappeared into a reeducation camp system
with hundreds of thousands of others deemed digitally “unsafe.”
I lost track of Hasan soon after this, so I am forced to imagine
how he has survived. Based on state contractor reports, I know
there are no blank spots in the camps. Even in the bathroom
detainees are watched by cameras. Te cameras feed an AI
system that is building an image database of the emotions they
capture from detainees’ faces. Tose who look angry are
subjected to physical punishment. Tis reminds me of some-

Darren Byler

thing Hasan told me before he disappeared. He said that when

University of Washington

he had been arrested in the past he had learned how to remain

United States

expressionless. “Otherwise you will be beaten senseless,” he
said. Although Hasan has no doubt learned to maintain a blank
afect, I imagine that he has found other ways to stay emotionally alive. Maybe he silently chants Suf poems. Perhaps native
Uyghur songs of survival worm their way through his mind
and play on repeat. Maybe he dreams about the dyed silk dress
he wished he could have given his two-year-old daughter at
the end of Ramadan.

Reflections
Hasan’s story demonstrates how social media algorithms can help people find a sense of belonging in
material and virtual communities; at the same time,
however, participating in such communities can be used
as evidence of “extremism” if forms of ethnoracialization such as Islamophobia are institutionalized. Hasan’s
story also shows that one’s emotional life cannot be fully
erased, even as it becomes the target of AI systems. I
have used the pseudonym Hasan to protect his family
from further harm. Parts of his story first appeared in
my PhD dissertation, “Spirit Breaking: Uyghur Dispossession, Culture Work and Terror Capitalism in a

This hand-dyed silk cloth called etles was given to me as welcome
gift by Uyghur silk weavers near Hasan’s hometown.
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Chinese Global City” (University of Washington, 2018),
as well as in the Economist (June 2, 2018).

The Box

J

oshua marvels at the machine he made. versatile.

Time passes. How are all the many, scattered people using

User-centric. Its capabilities speak for themselves. Te Box

his technology? Joshua searches for videos and news articles.

gobbles, digests, spits out information of nearly any origin.

He reaches out through Te Box itself, federated but connected,

Why should only a handful of humans on the West Coast of the

and solicits stories. Reports fow in: Daan has planned a

United States have access to Te Box? Joshua resolves then and

wedding. Azra used Te Box to orchestrate a short squeeze.

there to send premarket units to every populated continent.

Niran reads by its light. Te Box is a doorstop in Devonshire.

Distributing Te Box will take resources. Joshua thinks, At this

In Japan, it powers an exhibit involving dolls. Someone in

price, I could feed everyone in South Seattle. And then, he thinks,

Samara is collecting Boxes to decorate a zealously modern

Teach a man to fsh. He has the money and he has the time and

bathroom.

he gives himself permission.

Is this everything? Where is the sea change? Where is the army
of young Chinese girls with revolutionary tendencies?
More dispatches: Boxes have been confscated. Boxes have
been denounced. Te Box records a fatal police shooting from
its position under the arm of a Black American.
edge but with no taste for meaning, has the same chance of

Rationale

answering as the rain.

I wanted to explore the many, contingent ways that

Have I done well? Have I done good? Te Box, gorged on knowl-

Ryan Calo

What Joshua cannot see is Uma, village screwdriver in hand,

technology gets appropriated, highlight the agency of

University of Washington

taking Te Box apart, marveling at its simple complexity. Te
Box showed up, belonging to no one. Te innards revealed them-

non-Western actors, and remind readers about the

United States

limits of machines.

selves easily. Yet it took Uma years of questions and bus trips
and books to uncover the intricacies of the underlying code.
Uma, older still, professor of engineering, marvels at the
machine Joshua made. She also marvels at his choices. Imagine, shipping an expensive device to the Sahara with no dust
guard. Imagine, a genie without a wish list. Imagine, building
a device capable of answering any question except about itself.
Sneakers have a certain cultural specificity. I associate them with
1980s America, although they probably date back at least to the
1920s. This sneaker—the Onitsuka Tiger—is interesting for its
origins in postwar Japan.

26
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In Search
of
Robot Love

I

t is 2030, and life is pretty easy in the kingdom of

Because of the infertility problem and the increasing discon-

Utopia. Self-driving cars roam and fy everywhere, and auton-

nection between men and women, the human population

omous robots do everything for humans. In this work-free

decreases sharply. Now the real threat to the government

world, everything seems perfect except one thing: half of all

arrives—a threat so huge that it may spell the end of the human

adult men cannot get married. To some extent, this is because

race in the Kingdom of Utopia.

a cultural preference for boys over girls has resulted in a great

Rationale
The arrival of all kinds of autonomous and intelligent robots, including humanoid robots, will cause a series of social and ethical problems
around the relationship between human and robot. In the coming

gender imbalance in the population. Te government regards

years, we must think seriously about these problems and handle

this as a real threat to its stability and is eager to solve the

them carefully.

problem.
Meanwhile, a young guy named Niulang is under great pressure from his parents to get married soon. Tis seems to be an
extremely hard task to fulfll, especially considering that
Niulang has no interest in any particular woman. Fortunately,
he is a tech genius and works in a robot company. With the
support of his unmarried boss, Niulang secretly creates a
humanoid robot which looks and behaves just like a real

Jeff Cao
Tencent Research Institute
China

human. He names her Zhinü and successfully deceives his
parents into believing that she is his wife.
Niulang’s boss sees an opportunity to make money and
begins to produce this kind of robot on a mass scale. Te
company persuades the government into enacting a law to
allow marriage between men and robots, regardless of the
opposition from the elderly. Suddenly all bachelors can get a
robot wife like Zhinü. Tis leads to ferce protests from robot

Principles

wives (who claim that their human husbands never treat them
with the respect given to human wives), women (who ask for

• A human-centric or human-oriented AI approach is plausible

the right to marry robots), and other kinds of robots (who make

right now.

claims for robot rights and dignity).

• AI shall respect human dignity, rights and freedoms, and

Under these pressures, the government has to formulate

cultural diversity.

new laws to allow for marriage between women and robots,
and to recognize robot rights. As for Niulang, his robot wife,

• Use AI to enhance human creativity, not to do people harm.

Zhinü, has never been accepted by his parents. In their opinion,

• The adoption of AI and robots in human society shall aim to

an infertile robot can never become a wife.

achieve a harmonious human-machine relationship.

Years after the adoption of robot marriage, a crisis occurs.
28
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The Boy
Whose Light
Went Out

T

he father hacked his son one year after the diagnosis.

about the slow ballet of the bright yellow vehicles. So, the

said the Son. “Tey know what they are doing, they always

Tis was six months after the doctors told him that the treat-

Father put a webcam feed of the construction site on the tele-

know what they are doing, they are doing one job and they

ment would cost $1 million, and one week after he had given

vision in the garage and turned up the volume. Te Son heard

will never stop.”

up trying to raise the money, having run out of options and

and made his way to the garage, then walked in, eyes glued to

“I know,” said the Father. “I like them too.”

favors and friends.

the television. He sat down in the chair, rocking back and forth,

And then he pressed the button.

“Son,” the Father said. “I don’t believe them. I need to see
what’s going on.”
“OK, Dad. I would like to see
what is going on. I have to see
what is going on. I need to
see what is going on. I

looking at the machines. Te Father piled pillows onto his Son,

son

Jack Clark

by

computer screen as data fooded in,
watching the software draw a 3D
image of his Son’s brain, before
stippling it with red dots and
accompanying

text

like

hugging him. He

N E U R O -AT Y P I C A L

rubbed the back

O U T- O F - D I S T R I B U T I O N

of his Son’s skull

FIRING PATTERN.

and

and felt the nub

So, the Father tried to see if

OpenAI

of the brain-im-

he could do something more

United States

plant—a portal

than monitor his Son: he

into an increasingly

wondered if he could train an AI

damaged brain.

system to fgure out the fring

The Father was a
famous scientist and,
though not an expert in
neuroscience, he was adept at
training machines to solve problems.
So, he bought powerful computers and put

patterns necessary to restore his
Son to normal. Te Father began to try
to simulate his Son’s brain, trying out
fring patterns he could impose upon it to
make the red boxes disappear, to make
NEURO-ATYPICAL change to NEURO-TYPICAL.

them in the garage, along with a massive television and a chair.

One month later it was ready. Te AI predicted with 99%

Ten he called in favors with friends in medical research and

confdence that his Son could be healed, if he beamed the fring

obtained some software to let him read data from his Son’s

pattern through the cable and into his brain. And so, the Father

implant and send back signals. Ten it was ready.

stood behind his Son and thought about what it would mean

As his Son had become more sick, he had developed a fascination with construction sites, fnding something soothing

really hard problems.

back of his Son’s head. Ten he stared at the

tightly

to INITIATE TEST FIRING.
“I like the machines, they work so hard, they do not stop,”
30

capability and explainability, and it seems like in
“leaps of faith” to get learned systems to solve

Te Father gently plugged the wire into the

Father calmed his

I think AI will always involve a trade-off between
the future humans are going to need to perform

and something about their pressure quieted him.

really need . . .” Te

Rationale
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What
Justice

A

N OLD LADY,

85

YEARS OLD LADY WHOSE KIDS WERE ALL KILLED, HUSBAND

Our story above is based in fact: in the trial of Akayesu, the

2048: the day after. Headlines in Te Hague read “Efcient

killed, and she was raped. And I brought her in court here to

panel of judges at the International Criminal Tribunal for

AI Judges Make Good on International Justice!” Tose in the

testify in the frst case. And this lady . . . when she entered the

Rwanda recognized the old mama’s dilemma—to witness and

Silicon Valley, “In International Courtroom, AI Gesture Recog-

courtroom, we prepare her, when she entered the courtroom, she

also to respect powerful people—and in their wisdom accepted

nition Systems Deliver Culturally Responsive Justice.” Te old

was smiling. And then when they asked her, “Witness, could you

her nuanced gesture in lieu of their instruction to point a fnger.

grandmother returns to her town. Neighbors ask, “How do you

identify the accused person?” . . . And when she came . . . to see the

In this detail, culturally responsive justice. Dignity.

feel now?” “Empty,” she says quietly. “Empty.” “I know he was

accused person, she bowed to the accused person and she went

2048: a future tribunal. Te personal backgrounds and biases

found guilty. I know he will be punished. But what do these

back and sit. . . . Te judges say, “Can you point the fnger?” Say “In

of Black, White, and Brown judges are gone. Instead the

metal judges know of the pain I sufer? How does this cold

my culture you don’t point the fnger to powerful people.” Said, “No,

witness, an old grandmother, faces a panel of metal and plastic

metal help me to heal?” Te neighbors nod their heads, agree-

he was the mayor.” And the mayor was the most powerful. And

judges—with hidden circuits, diodes, and computer code. Te

ing. Tey, too, had family members killed. One says, “Tell me,

the court agreed to – agreed that the lady has recognized the accused

metal judges ask, “Can you point the fnger to the accused

where in the courtroom was there a human being who looked

person on the basis of that sign. And then when we went home, I

person?” Te grandmother gestures toward the accused. Te

him in the eye and said, ‘You are guilty, Y-O-U murdered.’ How

said, “Mama, how do you feel?” “I’m so happy. I could not believe

judges’ AI gesture recognition system interprets that the

can we heal in this community if no person has said this to

that I’ll have this day in my life to see the son of God to be there

witness had pointed to the accused. Judgment, guilty.

him? Where is our humanity—in this metal courtroom?”

with handcuf. No, it’s not possible. I can die today and go and see

“Indeed,” she sighs and shudders. “Indeed.”

my kids and report back to them that justice has been done.”

Batya Friedman
University of Washington
United States

Mr. Roland Amoussouga
Spokesperson
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
Arusha, Tanzania 2008
Voices from the Rwanda Tribunal¹

Reflections
Justice is more than a right decision. It is a process of
human beings witnessing for each other, recognizing
These Levi jeans circa 1975 point to my cultural and intellectual
roots when I came of age in the United States. They continue to
mark generations and communities, in new ways.

each other, accounting for each other, restoring each
other. Nothing less than compassion underlies the
conditions in which we can restore ourselves—heal and
move forward in life.

1 See http://tribunalvoices.org/voices/video/621
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True
Love?

of the original kit, which had taken him years to save up. It
wasn’t easy these days in a small, dying Ohio town to fnd
enough work to cover the basics, never mind a $1,000
upgrade. Most of the jobs had gone to the robots. Without
the upgrade, she would deactivate in one month’s time, at
midnight on June 30th, losing all of the knowledge and
memories she had acquired during her time with him. He
alone would remember the frst time they went bowling
where she refused to hit the pins, saying it would be cruel.

her parts out of the kit, but surely that wasn’t love. And over

Sue Glueck
Microsoft
United States

the days and months that followed, as he scrimped and saved
for custom mods—even designing and 3D printing some
himself—well, that was more obsession than love. It was as
she started to learn new human-like behaviors (beyond the
initial set in the kit) when he noticed a feeling akin to how he’d
felt about his childhood cat. Ten one day, he realized he
couldn’t live without her. Te adorable little mistakes she made,

Humans need to love and be loved to survive. We

zog.¹ He starts by discussing our all-too-human tendency to anthropomorphize robots, as

love our families, our pets, and our communities.

evidenced by Kate Darling’s research over the years, in particular her description of the US

Sometimes we also love the objects we have

military’s testing of a robot that looked like a six-legged stick insect that defused landmines

anthropomorphized. Please be cautious with our

by stepping on them and losing a leg with each defusion.² As Darling notes, the officer in

tender hearts.

itself forward on its last leg. This test, he charged, was inhumane.’”³

He worked feverishly, borrowed from everyone he knew,

in love with Robotin. Of course he was excited when he took

This story was inspired by a hypothetical in an article written by Professor Woodrow Hart-

could not stand the pathos of watching the burned, scarred and crippled machine drag

Robotin uniquely her, a part of him.

H

Rationale

command canceled the testing because “according to Garreau (2007), ‘[t]he colonel just

All of these precious memories lost, all the things that made

e was never sure of the exact moment when he fell

Reflections

hocked practically everything he owned, but it wasn’t enough,

Hartzog goes on to discuss his family’s own vacuum robot that they have named Rocco. In

not nearly enough. Holding the $159.25 he had managed to

Hartzog’s hypothetical, Rocco serves the family faithfully for years and tells jokes about how

save, he desperately attempted to convince the company to

its job “sucks.” He imagines a day when Rocco starts sputtering and, seeming unwell, says,

hold of or to let him pay in installments—to no avail. “Don’t

“Daddy . . . [cough] . . . if you don’t buy me a new software upgrade . . . I’ll die.”⁴

you understand? I love her, I need her!” he yelled angrily in the

Manufacturers of robots and other objects we tend to anthropomorphize should keep in

phone at the uncaring customer service bot that kept chanting,

mind that normal business decisions around updating, upgrading, and stopping support

“But you’ll get a partial refund, sir.” As if a refund could heal a

could have a more significant impact on end users than those for can openers. Understand-

broken heart.

ing customers’ needs and desires—and making principled decisions with them in mind—is

As midnight on June 30th approached, they sat together. “I

simply good business and an excellent way to generate customer loyalty.

love you, Robotin.”
“And I you” were the last words she ever uttered.

like putting butter on her salad instead of dressing, only made
him love her more.
It was the happiest time of his life. He hadn’t had a close
friend since he was eleven, when his next-door neighbors

The fabrics are table linens that I inherited from my mother and grandmother, both of
whom loved to entertain. Although they are no longer with us, their love for me and
others shines through when I see these fabrics.

moved away. At long last, loneliness was banished. Until that
fateful day when Robotin handed him a note from her manufacturer, translated from the original Russian. Tey were

1 See Woodrow Hartzog, “Unfair and Deceptive Robots,” Maryland Law Review 74 (2015): 785.

distributing a mandatory software upgrade, otherwise the
robots could be easily hacked and programmed to harm their

2 Kate Darling, “Who’s Johnny? Anthropomorphic Framing in Human-Robot Interaction, Integration, and Policy,” in ROBOT ETHICS 2.0, edited by P. Lin, G. Bekey, K. Abney, and R. Jenkins (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017). “Research shows that
humans tend to anthropomorphize robotic technology, treating it as though it is alive, even if we know better.” See Kate Darling, “Extending Legal Rights to Social Robots,” paper presented at We Robot: The Inaugural Conference on Legal and Policy Issues
Relating to Robotics, 2012, http://robots.law.miami.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Darling_Extending-Legal-Rights-to-Social-Robots-v2.pdf.

masters. But the upgrade wasn’t cheap—almost half the price

3 Darling, “Extending Legal Rights to Social Robots,” at 5–6.
4 Hartzog, “Unfair and Deceptive Robots,” at 804.
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Lia’s
AI Future
2036

N

ow that i’m eighteen, my mum wants me to figure out

classrooms. I can choose to be a technologist, which my mum

go home by autonomous car. Te eFuture algorithm thinks I

what to do with my life. We’re pretty well of: I live in a

wants because they make the most money; a technology user;

should be an Artifcial Intelligist because I did well in math at

house where a swarm of household robots take care of every-

being a surgeon sounds interesting; or a humanist, like the

eSchool, and I’m a woman—there still aren’t enough of us in

thing from picking my optimal wake-up time and proposing

caregiver that watches over my grandparents. Whatever the

the feld. Tese systems know so much about me, maybe I

clothes for the day to tidying up. Ever since the CEO of deep

career, I know I want to move to Cornwall, they have the most

should just listen? eFuture thought my friend Mae should be

learning company “BrAIn” became PM, we have access to free

beautiful beaches, cofee shops, and alternative art scene. Since

a robot-minder and she just loves her job. Or I could rebel and

higher education through the eFuture portal, an augmented

most services are provided remotely, it doesn’t really matter

become a musician, I can’t play an instrument but am pretty

reality system that beams students into interactive virtual

where I live, and Cornwall is close enough to Bristol that I can

creative and have a musical ear. Te other day, Jay and I wrote

Rationale
When my daughter turns eighteen, her everyday
life and career prospects in an AI-powered society may look different from today, but the
trepidations of a teenager will remain.

a song called “future dilemma” just by describing our feelings
to Siri. It was pretty good, maybe we can fnd a band to play it
at the local bar tonight through the Giig app? Anyhow, it doesn’t
really matter what I choose to do, things move so fast that I
can retrain in a couple years if I’m unhappy. I can’t believe our
parents stayed in the same career their whole lives and worked
so much—that must have been awful. I think that’s why they
are so stressed about me sorting out my life. Sam, I know you’re
just an algorithm, but what do you think I should do?

Sabine Hauert

Principles

University of Bristol
England

• Technology is empowering if implemented correctly.
• The future will look much like today but with technology
embedded in everyday activities.
• Education needs to change to allow for rapid retraining of
I chose a baby muslin to emphasize that our decisions today
regarding AI will impact future generations. And even though
we all start with a similar piece of muslin, we may be impacted
differently. It is our responsibility to ensure everyone flourishes
through the development of AI.

the workforce.
• There is a need for a diverse workforce in AI.
• The jobs of tomorrow are different from the jobs of today.
• Rather than hinder human contact, technology may allow us
to spend more time in meaningful human interactions.
• Regions that are currently deprived may become more
attractive as value systems change.
• People will trust technology with important decisions—but
should still have control.
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A WellMeaning
Robot

A

fter a long career as an ai scientist and entrepreneur,

Before going away for a short trip, Jorge told the townspeople

Jorge decided to retire and went back to his hometown,

about the arrangement, which they grudgingly accepted. As

Ollagüe, a small village in northern Chile. His childhood friends

expected, once all the robots began working, water started

and neighbors were happy to welcome him back. Tey worried

arriving in the town, which made the townspeople happy.

that the town was dying because of a persistent drought. To

Some, however, became increasingly worried about Benito,

solve the problem, Jorge decided to create several robots that

who was the only robot not bringing water. Instead, Benito

could bring water by bucket from a hard-to-reach river.

had locked himself inside of a barn, making very loud, fright-

Although the townspeople were very thankful, some of them

Several days passed. With Jorge away, some townspeople

nefarious if left to their own devices. To appease people’s fears,

decided that Benito had gone rogue, perhaps building a bunker

Jorge instructed each robot to report every single action they

with an army to attack them all. At night, locals arrived at the

do at any moment, so everyone could know exactly what each

barn and called Benito to come out. Ten they destroyed the robot.

Chile

How will future AI convey complex information to

aiming for something complex and ultimately good for us. Unfortunately, we humans

us humans?

convince us all that a given complex technology is good for us, does this mean that
humans should be suspicious of this technology, effectively renouncing any potential benefit? Should we trust the experts, those humans who can understand AI
instead? Should AI learn how to show those human traits that, when present in

robot was doing at all times. Jorge was pleased when he pinged

humans, we interpret as trustworthy?

the river robots and saw how much water each carried.

Principles:
• As with all technology, AI’s algorithms will eventually become so complex that
we may not be able to understand them.

“Why do you need to monitor me at all times? If you cannot

University of Chile

This story shows a case where the hero, a robot, works on behalf of us humans,

efforts are positive, once trust in AI is gone, so seems its utility for us. If AI cannot

Surprisingly, one of the robots, Benito, complained to Jorge:

Alejandro Hevia

Rationale

are unable to see the goal or understand the process toward achieving it. Even if his

ening construction noises.

were wary of the robots, fearing they would plot something

Reflections

trust me, you could instead verify what I’ve done at the end.”

• Human trust in any technology seems critical for long-term development and

Jorge asked, “But how would I know you are following my

successful deployment.

orders?”

• We should aim for transparent algorithms that well-informed humans are

“Well, this is what I’ll do,” Benito responded. “My work, my

able to understand.

goal will be depicted in a puzzle, from which I’ll send your

Te next morning, Jorge arrived back in town, after receiving

phone a piece every minute. You just verify the pieces as they

the last piece of the puzzle from Benito. He was horrifed to

come. Te goal, when it’s done, will surprise you.”

discover what had happened. With the townspeople, he went

A reluctant Jorge agreed: “So, trust but verify? Alright.” Even

into the barn, where they found a beautiful, solar-powered well

without knowing Benito’s goal, Jorge could make sure Benito

gushing fresh water—exactly what Jorge’s phone had showed.

would be honoring his word by simply verifying that each
single piece would properly ft in the puzzle, every minute. I
can always stop him once his goal becomes clear, Jorge concluded.
38
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My chosen fabric was a handkerchief used by cueca dancers.
Cueca, the national dance of Chile, is performed between a
man and a woman. In a series of interlocked steps, the male
dancer must impress and attract the female dancer using
strong and quick dance moves, while the female dancer flirts
and seduces him. For both roles, the handkerchief is a critical
element. It ’s a communication device: males use it to show
their desire to attract their partners; females use it to show
themselves playful and feminine. But it must be used carefully; if used appropriately, it amplifies the effect. If used
poorly (or dropped) if can ruin the dance.
I selected this handkerchief as it shows that having well-defined, well-meaning goals in technology is not enough. We
need to communicate them effectively, we need to understand our partners’ moves and subtle signals in order to
reach a successful ending.

With the
Lights Out,
It’s Less
Dangerous

“H

ere we are now, entertain us!” proclaimed the

colleagues were discussing Golem, the Israeli mainframe

“I am telling you,” said Tobi, borrowing words from Carl

Naval Commander, making his usual grand entrance for

computer. Quite by coincidence, Tobi’s supervisor and two

Sagan, “that we are creating world-altering contrivances and

the monthly procurement session. Kurt could barely contain

world-renowned colleagues discovered a common connection

we have choices to make. We can relinquish control and roll

his self-congratulatory smile. Rumors about the Commander’s

leading back to Rabbi Judah Loew, the Maharal of Prague. Each

the bones in a strange game of digital Russian roulette. Or we

legendary entry were true.

of the three was part of a fourth generation who had been told

can rely on the bright light of human wisdom to place limits

“With the lights out, it’s less dangerous.” Kurt began his bid

the story of the Golem of Prague. Each had memorized the

on what may and what must not be done, and safely pass

accordingly. “Technology has amplifed the speed of war. Te

same deactivation code, passed down from the Maharal

through times of peril.”

dim light of human intuition travels too slowly to guide us in

through the generations as a communal safeguard. Precisely

Measuring Tobi’s words, Kurt looked dumbfounded and

real-time life-and-

this had led each to

inert—reminiscent of the golem, still hidden away in the attic

death

study AI.

of what was once the old synagogue in Prague.

decision

making.”

Ian Kerr
University of Ottawa
Canada

Kurt

Like Adam, the

knocked it out of

clay golem was

the park, explain-

animated by an act

ing the dangers of

of devout creation.

leaving the kill

The

switch in human

piously inscribed

hands, pitching the

one of G-d’s seven-

means by which

ty-two names along

his AI could further

with the Hebraic

automate

code on its fore-

auto-

matic weapons.
During

his

head:

Maharal

— ֶא ֶמתthe

word for “truth.”

motorcycle ride

The

p o we r f u l

back to the lab,

combination

Kurt basked in the

these sacred words

of

glow of his own ideas. Robots do not seek revenge. Tey are

vitalized the golem, programming its narrow mission to protect

not subject to fatigue. Tey are not confused by the fog of war.

the Jewish community against vicious attack. Eventually the

Much to his chagrin, Kurt’s reprise did not go over quite as well

Rabbi felt duty bound to deactivate the golem after it spiraled

with his colleague Tobi.

out of control, dangerously transcending its original purpose.

“My paragon of inventors,” she replied, channeling Plato,

Despite the tremendous advantage the golem would provide,

“the discoverer of an art is not the best judge of the good or

Rabbi Loew saw wisdom in limiting its use. Erasing the letter

harm which will accrue to those who practice it.”

ֶא, the inscription then read —ֶמתthe Hebrew word for “dead.”

“What is that supposed to mean?” asked Kurt.
Tobi told Kurt a story about her MIT supervisor. In the 1970s

“Are you telling me we need to retain human control even
if it means giving up total military advantage?” asked Kurt.
40

This We Robot tee-shirt represents the subject matter of this
book and wears on its sleeve associations with two of my
favorite people, two of my favorite institutions and, perhaps,
a whiff of Teen Spirit

References:
Isaac Bashevis Singer. The Golem. New York: Harper Collins, 1982.
Byron Sherwin. Golems Among Us: How a Jewish Legend Can Help Us Navigate the Biotech Century. Chicago: Ivan
R. Dee, 2004.
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Rationale
In a world obsessed with violent, intelligent machines
that rise up against hubristic inventors, this counternarrative explores the philosophy of automating battle
space, the recursive nature of creation, and the
wisdom in setting limits.

Lost
Knowledge?
Forbidden
Knowledge?

me. So I shared everything I learned—every technique, every
detail—with the creators of Cyber Karate Dojo. Some of those
techniques are quite dangerous if not practiced with the maturity and discernment of an advanced student. Te makers of
Cyber Karate Dojo told me that they would be careful. But their
company was sold, the new owners are not so cautious, and
now anyone can learn these advanced techniques. People are

students. Students don’t want to spend the time to learn traditional karate. Helping Cyber Karate Dojo develop their platform
was the best thing I ever did. I know that some elements—
some special favors—of the individual styles have been
forgotten. But without Cyber Karate Dojo, much of the art of

United States

fest over time, and how do we appropriately balance the risks
with the benefits?

Shihan Yamada, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. “My
knowledge of karate. It has always been challenging to fnd

University of Washington

How do we foresee all the possible harms that might mani-

getting hurt, and it’s my fault.”
teachers sent me from Japan to North America to share my

Tadayoshi Kohno

Rationale

karate would be lost to this generation.”

Reflections
Thank you to Sean for dreaming up the idea of the Cyber Karate
Dojo while on a hike with his dad. He has already started to create
the Cyber Karate Dojo, blending tradition with technology.
This story explores different possible negative outcomes that could
happen when we try to preserve instructional knowledge with AI

ean, seattle, washington, usa. “when i grow up, i’m

Unfortunately, no new students are coming to me, and my

systems, especially when what is being taught has layers of rich-

going to make a Cyber Karate Dojo—an online school for

knowledge is too nuanced, personal, and dangerous to share

ness. Some information may be lost forever (Shihan Tanaka’s

people to learn karate. Students will upload videos of them-

with any online system. Tis knowledge—this connection to

situation), or some information could be used in inappropriate

selves, and my computers will use AI to analyze those videos

my culture—will die with me.”

ways (Shihan Smith’s situation). The story also speaks to the chal-

S

and tell them what they need to work on. For sparring practice,
students can rent a robot for a small monthly fee.”
— Tirty years later —

Shihan Smith, Bethesda, Maryland, USA. “I made a mistake.

lenges with the evolving use of information over time, where initial

I wanted to honor my Japanese instructors by preserving their

uses might be safe but

knowledge—the secrets from their culture—that they taught

future uses might be unsafe

Press Release (Mountain View, California, USA): Cyber Karate

(Shihn Smith’s situation).

Dojo Awards Its One-Millionth Black Belt. Globally, 99.9% of Karate

Shihan Yamada’s situation

Practitioners Train Exclusively with Cyber Karate Dojo.

speaks to the fact that a

— Ten years later —

single technology could be

Shihan Tanaka, Tokyo, Japan. “I am heartbroken, standing

seen as harmful from one

here in the same dojo where my parents taught me. In my sixty

perspective but beneficial

years of karate training, I have learned many things. I have

from another.

vast advanced knowledge that I am willing to share with dedicated students who could prove their worthiness—knowledge
with a deep history and connection to my culture.
42
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Language
Matters

T

he view out kate’s office window—water, mountains,

the protesters’ speeches. Stories grounded by thousands of

and trees—transfxed her. As a newcomer to western Canada,

years of stewarding the water, mountains, and trees visible

she was unaccustomed to so much natural beauty alongside

from Kate’s window. One guy, a lawyer, gave examples of how

stark city skyscrapers. Te view is a perk of working for a

legal battles, protests, imprisonment, and other forms of resis-

machine learning lab in downtown Vancouver. It reminded

tance were parts of the strategy Indigenous peoples have used

Kate of the protest she attended over the weekend. A friend

for generations to protect precious fragments of their culture,

had challenged her to show up, not just “like” it online. Te

land, and language.

pipeline protest was led by First Nations communities and

One woman’s words kept returning to Kate: “Culture matters.

organizations. Kate hadn’t expected all the stories woven into

Land matters. Language matters.” Te woman had spoken

Rationale
I offer Kate’s contemplation of disruption to encourage readers to question approaches to and outcomes
of programming languages, the foundation of AI.

Reflections
I am deeply inspired by the work and friendship of Kim
about how culture, land, and language are inseparable for First

Lawson, Heiltsuk scholar and librarian, as well as that

Nations peoples. How do these ideas relate to a computer

of my Indigitization colleagues.

language and the programs created through that language?
Kate thought about her boss at the lab. He talks so convincingly
of AI’s potential to help humanity. But who—which humans—

Lisa Nathan

will beneft from AI? What values and cultural knowledge are

University of British Columbia

embedded in Kate’s code? What is valued in Python? What

Canada

does a programming language expressive of a particular First
Nation look like? What does a First Nation’s AI program value?
How will it disrupt Kate’s view?

The gray fabric is from a T-shirt created for the Indigitization
Futures Forum held at UBC in 2016. Indigitization is a partnership
based out of UBC. The Forum brought together an emerging
network of community-based information professionals and
practitioners, academics, and a wider community of specialists
who work to support context-appropriate, digital information
practices within Indigenous communities. The Indigitization logo
featured on the T-shirt represents Raven. In the words of Alison O.
Marks, the artist who created the logo, “Raven is a shape
changer, and like technology, represents the movement between
fluid and structural form. Often identified with its capacity for
mischief, I also like to imagine Raven appreciating the digital
realm as a site for play and creativity.”
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Do We Have
the Right
Metrics?

T

he society where i come from is rwanda, in the eastern

In the frst two years Telemix created sixty thousand jobs.

Not surprisingly, the company saw a decrease in clients. Te

part of Africa, where we saw mobile technology penetrating

Te call center employed lots of young people who worked in

majority were switching to the other mobile company that

the market in 1998. Te mobile communications company Tele-

shifts to meet clients’ needs. Whenever a client would have a

was still using human capital in the service centers and call

mix introduced mobile phones. People were excited to see that

query, he or she would dial 456 and talk to the company staf,

centers in responding to clients’ queries. Although no AI was

they no longer had to travel to their homes or ofces to make

who would address the query or connect them to the person

involved at that time, the lessons are clear.

calls; now they could carry their mobile phones and access

in charge of that specifc case. But as the company got more

loved ones from wherever they are.

clients, they needed to improve customer service. Over the

Rationale
I am a medical professional and I practiced medicine
for quite some time before I got heavily involved in the
development sector, advocating for social justice,
participatory governance, and peace building.

next three years the company had to revise

However, I didn’t envision myself talking about infor-

its policy to be able to meet the demand but

mation technology until I was recently on a panel

also maintain the quality of services.

discussing how artificial intelligence can contribute to

Te company chose to set up customer care

global governance issues.

chatbots. Tese chatbots would respond to
the queries of the clients. For example, when
clients called, this would be the response:
“You’ve reached the customer service center.
If you need to top up your credit, dial 1; if you

Joseph Nkurunziza
Never Again Rwanda
Rwanda

need assistance with your phone, dial 2; and
if you need the operator, dial 3.”
To an elite this was great because it was
improving the customer service. But to ordinary citizens, who had never been exposed
to any sort of technology, it was shocking,
particularly since the chatbots could not

Principles

diferentiate between female and male. In
Rwandan society, the way one communicates
to a male is diferent from how one communicates or responds to a female. Te other
challenge was that in our culture, before one

Currently the government is championing made-in-Rwanda
products. For social functions, we now dress traditionally as a
way to maintain the culture while promoting Rwandan products.

• Have thoughtful, collective consideration of issues
related to governance as an integral aspect of
responsible technological development, to ensure

mentions what he or she wants, you have to

that the future we build is one in which we can all

at least greet the person on the call and chat

participate and prosper.

in a leisurely fashion before posing your ques-

• Include the real stakeholders—the community.

tion. At frst the clients didn’t know that they

• Incorporate the local norms and customs—avoid

were being answered by the chatbots, so they

cultural insensitivities!

assumed that Telemix’s staf was very rude.
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Moussas
of the
Savanna

M

oussa bamba, a biochemist, is invited to a symposium

yellow, or red. Green is “visa granted.” Yellow is “irregularities

your loan application. Te headquarters contacted us and asked

in Vermont. He has checked on visa processes for the USA.

noted.” Red is “visa refused.” When Uncle Sam gives you a

us to limit our relationship with you to just the transfer of

green light, he prints the visa immediately.

salary and withdrawals. No deposit, no credit.”

Tanks to artifcial intelligence, they are now fast, reliable, and
stress-free. A robot does everything in fve minutes.

Ta-ta-ta-ta, after a minute Moussa gets a red. Te robot prints

How? Why?

At Uncle Sam the Robot, Moussa scans his passport and

him a page. Te top part says, “visa refused.” But the bottom

Moussa Bamba was born in Africa’s Savanna belt. Mostly

fngerprints, and a picture of him is taken. Uncle Sam normally

part is all red: RESTRICTED. TERROR SUSPECT. SECURITY

Muslim, etched in traditional beliefs, his tribe believes that

makes a decision within ninety seconds. His decision is based

THREAT.

twins bring prosperity. When Moussa was born, a cousin

on existing data, social media, and other online activities of

Shock!

arrived three days later. Te family so wanted twins that they

the applicant. His answer is accompanied by a light: green,

Two days later, Moussa’s bank calls him. “Doctor, it’s about

chose to go to the registry with both babies and declared that
they were born on the same day. Each boy was named Moussa.
Tat increases luck. Tough the birth registration certifcates
were diferent, one Moussa was 328567 and the other was
328568. Te Civil Registry Ofcer should have raised an objection but preferred to receive a “gift” from the Bamba family.
One Moussa went on to do his studies and became a biochemist. He had no social media presence. Te other Moussa became
an “activist,” code-named Massacre Master on social media,

Nnenna Nwakanma

with posts highly seasoned with bigotry, racial slurs, and reli-

Rationale
Identities are us: the cultural us, the social us, the
technology us.

gious extremism.

World Wide Web Foundation

After checking birth date, location, ID number, and facial

Côte d’Ivoire

features, Uncle Sam the Robot decided that with 89% match
Dr. Bamba was the Massacre Master. Te robot determined that
a radical Muslim biochemist, visiting a laboratory in rural
Vermont, had sufciently ticked the boxes to be placed on “red.”
He therefore rejected the visa request, placed Moussa on “red,”
and updated all relevant databases.
Dr. Moussa wants a redress.

Reflections
• Can we reliably run AI-based services without
identities, digital and biometric?
• What is the reliability of data sources on which we
are building AI?
• How will AI affect people who are connected and
active online as well as those who are offline and
unconnected?
• The human element can transfer affected corrupt
and biased influences to AI. How do we hack
human minds?
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Bug

S

arah and her one-year-old daughter, emma, are on

email, messaging apps, and video chat but not in person—until

while holding her baby close to her chest. She catches a glimpse

and complaining about the role of the Iranian government.

their way to Iran. She has been living in London for the past

now.

of her mom and can almost feel her hugs as all those good

Emma is beginning to wake up, maybe because Sarah is holding

memories come rushing back.

her too tightly.

ten years and is looking forward to fnally going home. She

When her airplane lands at Tehran’s Imam Khomeini Inter-

studied there and got married there; now, after a decade in the

national Airport, Sarah is ecstatic with anticipation about

UK, Sarah is happy that she will fnally be able to see her family

seeing her parents, who are waiting for her on the other side

and friends. All these years, she was in touch with them via

of passport control. While in line, she tries to spot her family

Ofcer: “Ma’am? Ma’am? I need to check your passport.
Ma’am? Do you hear me?”
Sarah: “Oh yes, yes, sorry, I was trying to fnd my mom on
the other side. Here is my passport.”
Ofcer: “Can you please answer into this mic? How long have
you been in London?
Sarah: “Ten years.”
Ofcer: “Please stand there so that the camera can photograph your face. So, what did you do there?”
Sarah: “Study and work.”
Ofcer: “You married a foreigner. Are you involved in politics?
What are your political views?”
Sarah is surprised. She didn’t expect such questions. “None.
I’m not interested in politics.”

Amir Rashidi

Ofcer: “Tis is you.”
Sarah: “No, that is not my voice. My voice is defnitely not
like that. You can hear me now; listen to how diferent it
sounds.”
Te ofcer shows her a photograph of a woman waving a
fag with text on it that says, “Equality for Iranian women.”
Ofcer: “On March 8th, 2040, you were marching in London
with this fag and chanting against our national security.”
Sarah: “Tat’s not me. Her face is covered with a mask. How
do you know this is me? I was not there.”
Ofcer: “We know. Our system never makes a mistake. We have
your voice, your picture. Tis is you. We have your conversation
with your colleagues in Iran. It’s better to confess your crimes
against our national security. Te AI never makes a mistake.”

Ofcer: “Please come with me. You need to answer some
questions.”

Center for Human Rights in
Iran

Two ofcers take Sarah, with Emma still in her arms, to a

Iran

room with a table and two chairs. It’s dark and there is a Koran
on the table. She sits there alone, holding her sleeping baby,
for an hour. Sarah is nervous and scared. Tey took her passport—what will they do next? She hugs her baby closer to her
chest. A man opens the door, sits down, and starts reading her
fle.
Ofcer: “So, your name is Sarah. Why do you think our
government is corrupt?”

Technology is supposed to make human life better,

Sarah: “Me? I don’t think this government is corrupt.”

safer, and also improve the quality of our life, but only

Ofcer: “Ma’am, we have a recording of your voice. It’s better

if the technology is in the right hands. Oppressive

for yourself that you don’t lie now. Do you really think if you

countries such as Iran use technology to have more

used an anonymous account, we would not fnd you?” Te

control over its citizens. There must be a way to keep

ofcer turns on an audio device and puts it on the table. Sarah

them accountable.

can hear a woman talking about the increasing cost of groceries
50
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The
Goddess

Te evenings he hadn’t gone to the riverbank to drink with his

ages. Te Batta is fnished. We know where it is. Down near

buddies.

the old bridge. I told you installing sensors was a good idea. It

How to get mother out? Father’s picture? Mother had it. Te
Goddess? She can look after herself. She’s supposed to bring

cost more at the start, but your payments went down and now
we can pay out quickly.”

me prosperity. My prosperity foated away. I am poor again.

Payment authorization came to my phone. It’s like magic.

Saman’s phone rang. “Machang, are you okay?” Tat was the

“Remember when these things took months? You gave me

brother-in-law. “I’m ruined,” Saman said. “I think I can get out

so much grief, saying you didn’t want us watching how you

but Amma is the problem. You have that old tube we used to

drive and how you hated premiums that went up and down.

take to the river? Rope?”

No one was watching. Just some crazy computer spewing out

By the grace of Goddess Pattini, no one died. Te water

stuf.”

receded, leaving behind an awful stench. Mud coated every-

S
Rohan Samarajiva
LIRNEasia
Sri Lanka

“What do you think now?”

Rationale
In this near-future story, I show how I think AI will touch
the lives of my people, as narrow AI becomes embed-

aman had heard the warnings. he’d seen plenty of

ded in everyday processes, products, and services. It

foods but none came this far up. He had to haul some rice

merges my long-standing interest in disasters and the

to the city early the next morning. No point in taking the Batta

use of information in managing risk. I could easily

to the brother-in-law’s place further up. He was tired.

write a dystopian ending for the story, but this one

Mother woke him. Te little truck was gone. Moonlight

seems more useful.

showed vehicles foating by. He cursed himself. “Why didn’t I
move it last night?” He’d just paid the last installment with
money Kusum sent from Kuwait. Te Batta was fnally his. And
now it was gone, along with the rice. All they had sacrifced.

thing, as did hopelessness. How will we live when the food

Principles

packets stop?
Two days after the food, the insurance rep came by. “Here’s
some money. Sign this and you’ll get replacement value tomor-

• AI will not make life better by itself but will be effec-

row. Buy another Batta. Government is hiring vehicles,” he said.

tive when coupled with “analog complements”

“Boss was on TV, promising payments in full within a week.
Easy for him to say.”
“What TV?” asked Saman. “Here I’m cleaning out what’s left

This was a shirt made in Sri Lanka by artisans that was gifted to
me in 1999 when I ended my first stint in government to return to
the university.

such as insurance.
• Insurance is what helps us manage risk; it is most
dependent on information. Ubiquitous sensors and

of my life and you’re asking me about TV. I have to fnd the

narrow AI capable of analyzing the deluge of data

Batta. Where’s the assessor?”

and making decisions is a natural for insurance.

“Don’t need assessors,” the rep said. “Haven’t seen one in
52
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Of Genies
and
Magic
Lamps

J

INN in arabic mythology and theology refers to spirits

to deceive humans? Who will own the more powerful ones?

Te story is old.

that can be summoned to assist humans. Te Arabic noun

As the intelligence hidden in our wearables becomes more

Aladdin is asked by a sorcerer to retrieve a magic lamp from a

means “to conceal,” so “genies” are literally “beings with super-

powerful, they could become friendly helpers to implement

dangerous cave in which he gets trapped. Fortunately, when he

human powers that are hidden.”

our life decisions, expand our capabilities to make smart

accidentally rubs a ring the sorcerer has lent him, a service “genie”

Will the genies of our AI-powered wearables and assistants

choices, and negotiate better deals. Tey can represent our

appears who releases him from the cave with the lamp. When

of tomorrow help us solve the world’s problems peacefully, or

preference profles, measure toxins in our food and biomark-

Aladdin’s mother cleans the lamp, a second far more powerful

will they set us up against each other? Could they turn against

ers in our bodies. Tey could eventually help us to become

service-oriented genie appears. Like the genie of the ring, it assists

us? What are we allowed to ask of them? Are they permitted

better people.

anyone holding the object.
rich and marries the sultan’s daughter. Te genie builds Aladdin

Rationale

a wonderful palace. Te sorcerer, hearing of Aladdin’s good fortune,

AI-powered assistants with natural language process-

returns and manages to get hold of the lamp again. He orders the

ing capabilities, and advanced measurement and

genie of the lamp to take Aladdin’s palace, with the riches, to his

detection capacities, are likely to play an important

own home. Fortunately, Aladdin still has the magic ring and is

role in our lives in the coming decades. They will be

able to summon the lesser genie. Te less powerful genie cannot

inserted in the fabric of our daily lives, and the ques-

directly undo the magic of the genie of the lamp, but he can get

tions about their design and moral and social

With the aid of the genie of the smart lamp, Aladdin becomes

Aladdin at least to the place where he can recover the lamp. Which

Jeroen van den Hoven

he does, and all is well.

implications will be prominent.

Te genies in this old story are perfect and seamlessly work

Delft University of Technology

with those who own the artifacts in which they reside. Tey

Netherlands

serve a good boy and an evil sorcerer with equal dedication.
Will our modern genies be as perfect and as morally indiscriminate? Will they be reliable and safe, will they be able to keep
a secret and respect our privacy? Will governments have to
guarantee AI genie assistance for everyone? When will people
be allowed or obligated to defer to the advice of their genies,
be excused in case they do or blamed if they don’t?
Te genies—as augmentations of the human will—have
already started to come out of AI’s magic bottles. It will be hard
to get them back in.
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Reflections
One of the core questions will concern the extent to
which these assistive technologies can and ought to be
designed in order to make human beings more pro-social and nudge for the greater good.

Appendix
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Developing the Stories
Te story-writing process took place over two-and-a-half days (Day 1 entailed Steps
1–5; Day 2, Steps 6–8; and Day 3, Steps 9–11). Here we briefy describe the sequence of
activities that our story writers and supporting artists moved through to develop the
stories included in this book. We provide a copy of the Story Toolkit (the personal
story sheets and instructions) that support story development. We hope that others
will use and adapt these tools for writing their own culturally responsive stories
around AI and other technologies.

Story Writing Process

Step 3 — What’s in a Story?

Step 6 — Developing a Narrative

Step 10 — Missing Bit and Elaborations

Next, authors discussed how stories work and why they matter, also touching on

Te authors gathered again in their writing groups. Tis time they were given a

Authors had an opportunity to identify any missing elements in their stories and

how stories can be structured. Tey were then introduced to the particular process

personal story sheet that emphasized narratives. Te narrative sheets were intended

make any improvements they wished, including soliciting additional artwork from

they would use to generate the stories. Tey formed writing groups of three authors

to help authors select particular details (e.g., context, technologies, perils) from their

the artists.

from diferent cultures and backgrounds to be discussion partners.

earlier brainstorming in order to use them as elements in their story. Authors were
frst prompted to list their main ideas. Next, the story sheets encouraged the authors

Step 4 — Culturally Situating Your Story

to make specifc choices around characters (e.g., stakeholders and technology) and

Te authors were reminded that stories can begin anywhere—culture, technology, policy.

setting (e.g., when and where). Finally, the authors were prompted to sketch or outline

Each author was given a personal story sheet (see “Story Tools”) and asked to collect

the main events of their story.

their initial ideas, making notes on their story sheet as appropriate. Tis frst story sheet
was intended to help authors situate potential story ideas in their own personal context
(or contexts) as well as to prompt thinking around the wider AI landscape. Authors

Te authors reconvened again in a large circle and went around the room having each

initially noted their particular cultural and political environment. Ten they identifed

author read their story out loud.

diferent AI technologies and/or applications, as well as diferent stakeholders possibly
Step 0 — Determining Who to Invite

Step 7 — Sharing Stories Out Loud

impacted by these technologies. Finally, authors were prompted to consider potential

Step 8 — Technical, Policy, and Other Responses

promises, opportunities, and potential perils for AI systems. After ten minutes, each

Authors gather in their writing groups again, this time to engage explicitly with policy,

author shared their initial ideas with their writing group. Ten everyone continued to

law, or other societal considerations using the third personal story sheet. Specifc

Authors were asked to bring a piece of culturally relevant fabric with them to the

write or elaborate individually on aspects of their story ideas for another ffteen minutes.

prompts include: If you were to envision a role for your story in policy, where would

workshop. When making their introductions to each other, authors situated them-

Artists rotated among the groups during the course of the story generation, creating

that be? What are some policy implications? What principles, values, and/or morals

selves geographically and culturally and then introduced their fabric piece, telling

images in response to the early story ideas they were hearing.

does your story illustrate? What are the use cases—ideal and unintended? Who is

Step 1 — Introductions and Fabric Pieces

the story of its origin and importance.
Step 2 — Surfacing Issues

your audience (e.g., engineers, policymakers, politicians)? Artists continued to circulate

Step 5 — Reading Early Story Ideas Out Loud

and generate images in response to the story development.

Each author read their story out loud while everyone else wrote comments on sticky

Step 9 — A First View of the Book of Stories

Authors began by surfacing the issues, questions, challenges, and opportunities they

notes. Even at this early stage, the diversity and power of the story ideas were appar-

saw that concern culturally responsive AI. As authors voiced issues, they recorded

ent. After everyone had shared their story, the sticky notes were shared back to the

Overnight, the organizers assembled a “draft” book containing all of the stories in

each issue on a river rock to make a visible and persistent reminder of the idea. Tese

story author, and there was a little more time for authors to refne the stories.

progress along with some preliminary artwork. Each author received an 11 x 17 page

rocks were displayed on a piece of cloth from Uganda for the duration of the story

with their story and some of the images from the artists as well as a photo of their

generation sessions.

fabric. Te authors convened in a circle and heard a reading of all the stories.
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Step 11 — Refection and Next Steps
Te summit closed with a conversation of refections on the process and next steps.

Issues, Questions, Challenges, and Opportunities
We asked Global Summit participants: What are the issues, questions, challenges,

General

Unintended Consequences

Education and Communication

and opportunities concerning culturally responsive AI? Here are the verbatim

• Where will the money go to? Where is the money coming from?

• Mistakes

• How to communicate about AI across cultures? What stories

responses participants recorded on river rocks.

• Are we asking the right/generative questions?

• Imperfections

• How is the potential of AI structuring or framing “problems”?

• Bias

• Is it possible to explain how AI works?

• How do you describe/identify place?

• AI for war?

• Hype

• Time

• Revoking and protecting AI tech

• How to put the user at the center of AI?

• Meta + Misc

• What are the unidentifed consequences of using AI to mine

• How will humans retain the skills in case AI breaks?

human emotion?

• What “AI” exactly?

should we tell?

• How do we teach AI to work well with humans?

• What are the efects of AI in advertising?

• Are these systems safe?

• Enhance education

Privacy

• How to avoid Cambridge Analytica on steroids

• Reduce number of accidents

• Truth or lie? Expected precision of information

• Collateral damage

• Help to pinpoint issues

• How do we really truly know when our data moves

• Unintended consequences?

• Capacity building (education and AI)

• How can AI emulate compassion without being manipulative?

• Balance between knowledge (imported opinions) and

from a device?
• Collateral damage

Diversity and Culture

• How to avoid Cambridge Analytica on steroids?

• How about AI existing (+unknown) inequalities?

• Too many sensors?

• Diversity

• Too much surveillance? Oppressed groups?

• How do we celebrate and defend diverse, localized application &
innovation of AI?

Transparency
• How to justify algorithmic decision making?

• Culturally responsive centaur systems?

• What is AI? Decision making?

• What is every culture’s ideal society?

• Opportunities/issues/tension transparency

• Who is not represented in AI?

• Transparency by design in AI

• Marginalized people

• Who is or should be listening?

• With AI how do we preserve cultural means of expression?

• How to ensure redress and accountability?

• How can we empower everyone to welcome AI?

• See what works and how it works

• How does AI adapt to changing society rather than solidifying a
certain moment in time?
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popular opinions

Part I :
Landscape

Story Toolkit
Te following personal story sheets and instructions were used to support story
generation, guiding authors to focus on three areas: landscape, narrative, and positioning impact. “Part 1: Landscape” (blue sheets) focuses on the cultural and political
context in which their stories would be situated, including AI technology, stakeholders,
as well as promises, opportunities, and perils. “Part 2: Your Narrative” (gold sheets)
focuses on the story narrative, including main ideas, characters, stakeholders, AI
technology, and setting. Finally, “Part 3: Positioning Impact” (green sheets) focuses
on social and societal impacts, including principles, audiences, use cases (ideal and
unintended), as well as policy implications.
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YOUR CONTEXT

AI TECHNOLOGY

Cultural

Part I: Landscape

Part I: Landscape

Political
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PROMISES & OPPORTUNITIES

Part I: Landscape

Part I: Landscape

STAKEHOLDERS
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Part I: Landscape

PERILS
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Part II :
Your Narrative
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MAIN IDEAS

CHARACTERS
Stakeholders

Part II: Your Narrative

Part II: Your Narrative

Technology
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SETTING

WHAT HAPPENS

When

Part II: Your Narrative

Part II: Your Narrative

Where
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Part III :
Positioning Impact
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Part III: Positioning Impact

AUDIENCES

Part III: Positioning Impact

PRINCIPLES
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USE CASES

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Ideal

Part III: Positioning Impact

Part III: Positioning Impact

Unintended
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Dennys Antonialli

moved to the EU (to Edinburgh, Scotland, where she was

and cyberlaw. His master’s degree in intellectual property

frst multi-lifespan design project. Within that context, she

is the executive director of InternetLab, a think tank on

later married), and since 2002 she has worked in another

law is from Southwest University of Political Science and

has spent the past decade thinking about the role of infor-

internet law and policy based in São Paulo, Brazil. He

small, beautiful city in the southwestern part of England.

Law (SWUPL). He is an expert at the Internet Society of

mation systems in realizing meaningful justice.

specializes in technology policy and fundamental rights,

Darren Byler

particularly in privacy, freedom of expression, and state
surveillance. Having lived and studied in the United States
and in Germany, he has a soft spot for multicultural discussions and international perspectives on tech policy. He is an
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